Synthesis of a composite inorganic membrane for the separation of nitrogen, tetrafluoromethane and hexafluoropropylene

The advanced use of inorganic membranes, such as zeolites, in large-scale industrial processes is hindered by the inability to manufacture continuous and defect-free membranes. We therefore aimed to construct such a defect-free membrane. Various zeolites were synthesised on the inner surface of α-alumina support tubes by a hydrothermal process. Gas permeation properties were investigated at 298 K for single component systems of N₂, CF₃ and C₆F₆. Ideal selectivities lower than Knudsen selectivities were obtained as a result of defects from intercrystalline slits and crack formation during synthesis and template removal. A composite ceramic membrane consisting of a ceramic support structure, a mordenite framework inverted intermediate zeolite layer and a Teflon AF 2400 top layer was developed to improve separation. The Teflon layer sealed possible defects present in the separation layer forcing the gas molecules to follow the path through the zeolite pores. Ideal selectivities of 88 and 71 were obtained for N₂/CF₃ and N₂/C₆F₆ respectively. Adsorption experiments performed on materials present in the membrane structure suggested that although adsorption of C₆F₆ onto Teflon AF 2400 compared to CF₃ results in a considerable contribution to permeation for the composite ceramic membrane, the sealing effect of the zeolite layer by the Teflon layer is the reason for the large N₂/CF₃ and N₂/C₆F₆ selectivities obtained. The Teflon layer effectively sealed intercrystalline areas in-between zeolite crystals, which resulted in high ideal selectivities for N₂/CF₃ and N₂/C₆F₆.

Introduction

While polymeric membranes are most suitable for water-related applications, many separation processes in industry require a membrane with high temperature and chemical stability. A general trade-off exists for polymeric materials between permeability and selectivity, with an ‘upper-bound’ of separation performance predicted. Inorganic membranes such as zeolites have been shown to exceed the ‘upper-bound’ separation performance of polymeric membranes.¹ Zeolite membranes, in particular, because of their unique crystallographic and physical properties, have the potential to separate mixtures that are difficult and expensive to separate.² However, the advanced use of inorganic membranes, including zeolites, in large-scale industrial processes is hindered by the technological inability to manufacture continuous and defect-free membranes.³ While some researchers have increased selectivity by altering synthesis methods⁴ or eliminating possible defects by pre- or post-synthesis treatments,⁵ to date, the use of zeolites has mostly involved the separation of condensable gases only, as a result of the low selectivities experienced with non-condensable gas mixtures.⁶,⁷

It has been shown that the presence of intercrystalline boundaries between zeolite crystals is caused by the Al-Al interactions in adjacent crystals.⁸ Although aluminium-free mordenite framework inverted (MFI or silicalite-1) and deca-dodecaedra rhombohedral type zeolites are able to separate molecules by size, these membranes are still not effective as a result of residual defects remaining in the separation layer. Recently it has been shown that intercrystalline defects were present even in alumina-free MFI membranes where the size of the defects was determined by adsorbing gas (β-butane, p-xylene and benzene) onto the membrane layer.⁹ Various researchers have introduced methods to enhance the crystal intergrowth for alumina-containing zeolites to decrease the intercrystalline boundaries – which are significantly larger than the zeolite pores.¹⁰ Repeated synthesis, chemical vapour deposition and template-free synthesis¹¹ have been employed to decrease the effect of intercrystalline boundaries on selectivity. The preparation of highly selective zeolite membranes by a post-synthetic coking treatment has also been investigated.¹² In general, these techniques have resulted in a decrease in permeability. Recently, the application of mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs) for gas separation has attracted interest because of their higher selectivity compared to polymeric membranes and their repeatability compared to zeolite composite membranes.¹³ Much of the research concerning MMMs has been on molecular sieves introduced into a polymer matrix. Although some research on composite MMMs has been performed, such as that of thin MMMs deposited on porous ceramic supports, few studies have been done in which a polymer layer is applied to a composite inorganic membrane.¹⁴ In many studies, the addition of a sealing layer that has a high permeability to plug imperfections has been used to enhance selectivity, typically for polymeric membranes.¹⁵,¹⁶ Copolymers with extremely high fractional free volumes that result in high permeability coefficients, such as Teflon AF 2400 ((13 mol% tetrafluoroethylene and 87 mol%) 2,2-bis(trifluoroethyl)-4,4-difluoro-1,3-dioxole), have excellent chemical resistance.¹⁷

Our aim in this study was to synthesise a composite zeolite membrane for the separation of non-condensable gas mixtures and to investigate whether it would be possible to enhance the separation capability of the composite membrane by the addition of a thin polymer layer. In the manufacturing of the composite inorganic-polymer membrane, we used an α-alumina support, a MFI intermediate layer and a Teflon AF 2400 polymeric layer. The non-condensable gases we used in this study were nitrogen (N₂), tetrafluoromethane (CF₃) and hexafluoropropene (C₆F₆). CF₃ and C₆F₆ are used as low temperature refrigerants. CF₃ is also used in the plasma etching of electronic microprocessors and C₆F₆ is also applied to surfaces to enhance its hydrophobic properties.¹⁸ Cryogenic distillation is currently the most widely used separation process for the separation of CF₃ and C₆F₆.
However, this process is energy intensive,\textsuperscript{14} which makes exploring alternative separation methods, such as membrane separation, an attractive alternative.

**Methods and materials**

In the development and performance evaluation of a composite (inorganic-polymeric) membrane, a few combinations of membranes were synthesised. To determine the individual performances and influence of the Teflon AF 2400 polymer and the MFI zeolite membranes, a layer of each was applied directly onto the α-alumina support. During the synthesis of the composite membrane, an MFI layer was used as an intermediate layer coated with Teflon AF 2400 as the top separation layer. The various membranes were evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and gas permeability and adsorption of $N_2$, $CF_4$, and $C_2F_6$.

**Membrane synthesis**

**α-Alumina support**

Tubular α-alumina supports were manufactured in-house from a commercial powder (AKP-15; Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) by means of an optimised centrifugal casting technique.\textsuperscript{16} Green casts were sintered at 1200 °C for 1 h. Prior to application of the selective layer (either zeolite or AF 2400) onto the inner surface, the ceramic tubes were cut to a length of 0.055 m and sonicated for 3 x 10 min in deionised water to remove particle residues and ensure a clean surface for attachment of the subsequent layers.

A layer specific pre-synthesis treatment was performed for synthesis of each separation layer to enhance crystal growth or attachment (described in the subsequent synthesis section). After each pre-synthesis treatment, the tubular support was thoroughly rinsed in deionised water, dried for 3 h at 140 °C and wrapped with PTFE tape such that only the inner surface was exposed.

**MFI-coated ceramic membrane**

Although the zeolite that was synthesised in this study was a silicalite-1 zeolite (containing no aluminium), migration of alumina from the ceramic support occurs during zeolite synthesis resulting in the addition of small quantities of aluminium into the zeolite framework.\textsuperscript{2} For this reason the zeolite will hence forth be referred to as MFI.

For the zeolite synthesis pre-treatment, the support was refluxed in nitric acid (HNO\textsubscript{3}, 55%, B.C. Scientific, Miami, FL, USA) for 3 h to decrease the hydrophilic nature of the α-alumina surface which enhances attachment of the hydrophilic MFI crystals.\textsuperscript{20}

A direct in-situ crystallisation from a clear solution was chosen for the synthesis of the MFI layer onto the inner surface of the tubular support.\textsuperscript{21} A zeolite precursor solution was prepared containing water, tetrapropylammonium hydroxide and tetrapropylammonium bromide. The compositions of the precursor and tetraethylorthosilicate solutions used are given in Table 1.

**Table 1:** Reactant mixture compositions for the mordenite framework (MFI) clear solution synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactant mixture</th>
<th>TPAOH\textsuperscript{*}</th>
<th>TPABr\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>TEO\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>H$_2$O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precursor solution</td>
<td>9.052</td>
<td>2.208</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>28.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicate source</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.912</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{*}tetrapropylammonium hydroxide 20%, Fluka; \textsuperscript{a}tetrapropylammonium bromide 99%, Merck; \textsuperscript{b}tetraethylorthosilicate 99%, Alkrich

This optimised solution composition was chosen according to previous studies performed in our research laboratory. The clear precursor solution with a molar oxide ratio of 100 SiO\textsubscript{2} : 123 TPA : 63.7 OH : 14 200 H$_2$O was aged for 1 h at 85 °C and a further 1 h at room temperature. The hydrothermal treatment was performed in a preheated oven at a temperature of 170 °C for 30 h, while the autoclave was rotated around the horizontal axis. After synthesis, the membrane was neutralised by rinsing in water. A second layer was synthesised onto the first layer by performing an identical hydrothermal synthesis as described for the first MFI layer.\textsuperscript{21}

The dried double-layered composite membrane was calcined for 20 h at 673 K with a heating rate of 0.3 °C/min and a cooling rate of 0.5 °C/min, in order to remove the tetrapropylammonium template from the zeolite pores.

**Teflon-coated ceramic membrane**

A composite membrane was manufactured which consisted of a ceramic support on which a double and triple layer of Teflon AF 2400 was synthesised to evaluate the performance of the Teflon AF 2400 polymer. The support for this synthesis required no additional pre-treatment. The synthesis procedure for the Teflon\textsuperscript{22} layer was as follows:

- The ceramic tube was wrapped in PTFE tape such that the outer surface was sealed off but the two tube-side openings were open.
- A 0.5 wt% mixture of Teflon AF 2400 (DuPont, Wilmington, DE, USA) and FC-77 (3M™ Fluorinert™ Electronic Liquid FC-77, 3M, Maplewood, MN, USA) with a total volume of ~ 25 mL was placed in a 50-ml PTFE bottle and closed. The Teflon AF 2400 was dissolved in a preheated oven at 90 °C, under continuous stirring for 1 h. The mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature and poured into a polystyrene with a total volume of ~ 25 mL.
- The ceramic tube was dip-coated in the 0.5 wt% mixture of Teflon AF 2400 and FC-77. The tube was vertically submerged in the mixture for 20 s and then removed at a rate of 0.135 m/s, and placed vertically on a paper towel for 2 min.
- The composite membrane was turned (180°) and the dip-coating procedure repeated.
- The PTFE tape was removed and the Teflon (PTFE)-coated ceramic membrane was left to air dry vertically at room temperature for 24 h in a desiccator.
- The ceramic tube was wrapped in PTFE tape and the dip-coating procedure as described above was repeated again. Removal of the PTFE tape and drying of the membrane was again repeated.
- Finally, the dry composite membrane was heat treated in an oven at 150 °C for 1 h with a heating and cooling rate of 1 °C/min to ensure optimum attachment of the Teflon onto the ceramic surface. This temperature was chosen based on results obtained and described in the section on the composite ceramic membrane.

For the triple Teflon coated membrane the dip-coating procedure was repeated once more with the above prepared membrane (dip-coating and turning) followed by the heat treatment.

**Composite ceramic membrane**

The procedure outlined for the MFI-coated ceramic membrane was followed for the support pre-treatment and synthesis of a double-layered MFI zeolite on the ceramic support. After calcination, the outer surface of the ceramic tube was again wrapped with PTFE tape to ensure that the Teflon AF 2400 layer was applied only on the inner surface of the MFI-coated ceramic membrane. The MFI-coated ceramic membrane was dip-coated in the Teflon/FC-77 (0.5 wt%) mixture for 20 s and the coating procedure repeated as described in the previous section for the double Teflon-coated membrane. The dry composite membrane was heat treated in an oven at temperatures ranging from 100 °C to 340 °C.
for 1 h to ensure attachment of the Teflon AF 2400 onto the underlying zeolite structure.

**Characterisation**

**Morphology**

Topological features such as membrane thickness and continuity were determined by SEM using a FEI ESEM Quanta 200 (Oxford Inca 200 EDS System, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Dried samples were coated with gold and palladium in a ratio of 80:20. Zeolite phase identification was determined by XRD (Siemens D-501, Germany). CuKα radiation at a tube voltage of 40 kV was applied while the sample was rotated at 30 rpm. The 2θ ranged from 4° to 50°.

**Single gas permeation**

A continuous flow method was used to determine single gas permeation values for N₃, CF₆ and C₃F₆. The experimental set-up for this continuous flow method is shown in Figure 1. The membranes were sealed with o-rings in a membrane module made from stainless steel. The gas-tight permeation module was positioned vertically in an oven of which the temperature was electronically controlled by a relay-connected thermocouple. The transmembrane pressure was monitored by a pressure gauge and gas feed to the inner-tube side of the membrane was controlled by a pressure regulator. The permeate flow was measured by a soap flow meter at atmospheric pressure (0.87 bar).

**Figure 1:** The experimental set-up for the single gas permeation method.

The permeation flux (mol/m².s) from each experiment was recorded as an average of five measurements over a period of 60 min to ensure that a steady rate had been reached. The total membrane surface area calculated was 3.06 x 10⁻² m². This value was used for all calculations.

The ideal selectivities or permselectivities (PSₖ) for gas i and gas j were defined as the single-component permeance ratio, at a given temperature and transmembrane pressure. The permselectivities were qualitatively compared to the Knudsen selectivities to evaluate the performance of each membrane. The Knudsen selectivity (PSₖ) is obtained by:

$$PSₖ(\frac{i}{j}) = \left( \frac{M_j}{M_i} \right)^{\frac{1}{T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1}

where \( M \) is the molar weight (g/mol) of the respective gas.

**Adsorption**

We employed gravimetry to investigate the adsorption of N₃, CF₆ and C₃F₆ on the various materials used in the membranes. An isotherm accounting for adsorbate size, chemical dissociation and molecular interactions is shown by Equation 2:

$$K_{eq} \exp \left( \frac{nu\theta}{RT} \right) = \frac{1}{\beta} \frac{\theta}{(1 – \theta)^n}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2}

in which \( s \) represents the dissociation parameter (-), \( K_{eq} \) is the equilibrium constant (bar⁻¹), \( \nu \) is the interaction energy between the adsorbed molecules (J/mol), \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant (J/K), \( n \) is the number of active sites occupied by a single molecule (-) and \( T \) is the temperature (K). The equilibrium constant \( K_{eq} = k \exp(-\Delta H_{eq} / RT) \), where \( k \) is a pre-exponential factor (g/gₘₓ x bar), \( R \) is the universal gas constant (J/mol x K), \( T \) is the temperature (K) and \( \Delta H \) is the heat of adsorption (kJ/mol). In Equation 3:

$$\theta = \frac{q}{q_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3}

\( q \) is the amount adsorbed (g/gₘₓ) and \( q_m \) is the maximum loading that can occur when complete coverage of the adsorbed gas takes place (g/gₘₓ). The experimental data was fitted to Equation 2 to determine the \( q_m \) for each gas/material combination. In this study, we ignored the dissociation parameter and the interaction energy, therefore \( s = 1 \) and \( \nu = 0 \).²⁵

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) instrument was a TA Instruments thermogravimeter (Q50, New Castle, DE, USA). A sample of between 10 mg and 15 mg was placed in the sample cup and left for 24 h in the furnace at a temperature of 200 °C in a helium flow of 50 mL/min to remove adsorbed water. The sample was then cooled under helium to room temperature, and then set to the experimental temperature. A pre-determined mixture of helium and adsorbate gas were fed to the TGA using the calibrated mass flow controllers with the total gas flow rate equal to 50 mL/min. The weight of the sample was recorded until equilibrium was reached. Subsequently, the composition of the gas mixture was adapted in order to measure the full isotherm in the 0–85 kPa range. The amount of gas adsorbed at each pressure was determined in order to obtain the isotherm.

Theoretical selectivities were calculated by the ratio of \( q_m \) values of the C₃F₆ and CF₆ adsorbed at each temperature according to:

$$S_i = \frac{q_{m_{CF_6}}}{q_{m_{C_3F_6}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4}

where \( S \) is the molar selectivity with \( T \) the temperature (K), \( q_{m_{CF_6}} \), the amount of C₃F₆ adsorbed (mol/gₘₓ) and \( q_{m_{C_3F_6}} \) the amount of CF₆ adsorbed (mol/gₘₓ).

**Results and discussion**

**Morphology**

α-Alumina support

The most important advantage of the centrifugal casting technique for the manufacturing of ceramic membranes compared to the more traditional extrusion method is the smooth inside surface with minimal surface defects obtained (Figure 2), which is advantageous for the synthesis of a thin, continuous, defect-free separation layer.²⁵

The sintered α-alumina tubes had inner and outer diameters of 0.0177 m and 0.0207 m, respectively. According to mercury porosimetry measurements, the porosity of the supports was 37%, and the average pore size was 167 nm.

From the cross-section view (Figure 3) it is clear that the smaller particles were situated near the inner surface (Figure 3a) while the larger particles settled at the outer surface (Figure 3b) during the centrifugal casting process, which resulted in a graded ceramic support structure.
MFI-coated ceramic membrane

From the top view of the MFI-coated membrane (Figure 4a), it is clear that the MFI covered the support surface completely, while the cross-section view (Figure 4b) shows that the MFI formed a closed, continuous zeolite layer of approximately 7 mm. The well-defined crystal edges signify a complete crystalline structure. Based on the XRD spectrum (Figure 5) and using the 2007 Relational Database, we confirmed the structure of the MFI zeolite.  

![Figure 2: Scanning electron micrograph of the inner surface of the AKP-15 α-alumina support sintered at 1200 °C.](image2)

![Figure 3: Cross-section through scanning electron micrographs near (a) the inner surface and (b) the outer surface of the α-alumina support.](image3)

![Figure 4: (a) Top and (b) cross-section of a scanning electron micrograph of the double-layered mordenite framework inverted (MFI) membrane.](image4)

![Figure 5: X-ray diffraction results of the mordenite framework inverted (MFI)-coated ceramic membrane.](image5)
Although the support was completely covered (Figure 4), because of a thermal expansion mismatch between the bonded zeolite and the ceramic support, crack formation is frequently present with template removal during calcination, which is one of the main causes of non-zeolite pores. This phenomenon is clearly shown in the SEM images of an MFI-coated ceramic membrane before and after calcination, illustrated in Figure 6a and 6b, respectively. Another important aspect of inorganic membrane synthesis is reproducibility. Poor reproducibility is a problem commonly encountered with zeolite membranes.

### Teflon-coated ceramic membrane

The application of a polymer layer onto an inorganic support can be cumbersome when the concentration of the polymer solution and the dip-coating procedure are not optimised. According to the supplier, the Teflon AF 2400 had to be dissolved in an electronic liquid at a temperature of 70 °C or above. It was, however, imperative that no electronic liquid (FC-77) evaporated at elevated temperatures as this evaporation would have resulted in an increase in the concentration of the AF 2400 present in the mixture, which would have resulted in the deposition of AF 2400 onto the PTFE bottle.

To ensure the highest possible flux, we decided to determine the lowest possible polymer concentration that yielded a closed continuous layer using the dip-coating procedure described previously. It was found that concentrations below 0.5 wt% Teflon AF 2400 resulted in non-continuous layers with defects (determined with SEM), whereas concentrations at 0.5 wt% and above resulted in defect-free layers. For this reason, a concentration of 0.5 wt% was used for the synthesis of the Teflon-coated ceramic membrane as well as the composite ceramic membrane. The heat treatment which had been optimised to ensure attachment of the Teflon AF 2400 onto the inorganic material was used in the synthesis of both the composite ceramic membrane and the Teflon-coated ceramic membrane.

The continuous double or triple Teflon coated layers were approximately 2 μm and 2–3 μm thick, respectively, with limited penetration of the polymer phase into the underlying pores of the ceramic support membrane (Figure 7). From the top-view SEM images (not shown), it became clear that the Teflon layer completely covered the smooth ceramic surface, with no visible defects present.

**Figure 7:** Scanning electron micrograph of the cross-section view of the triple Teflon coated ceramic membrane after temperature treatment at 150 °C. The white arrow indicates the Teflon AF 2400 layer.

### Composite ceramic membrane

The top views of the Teflon-layered MFI membrane after 1-h treatments at various temperatures are shown in Figure 8a–d. The SEM assessments revealed that after treatment over a 1-h period at 100 °C, only slight penetration of the Teflon layer onto the underlying MFI zeolite occurred, as is visible in Figure 8a. Treatment at 150 °C (Figure 8b) resulted in improved penetration of the Teflon in-between individual MFI crystals. Once the temperature was increased to 200 °C (Figure 8c), bonds within the polymer structure started to break, which resulted in the appearance of the characteristic MFI zeolite shape underneath and led to the appearance of a few pinholes and tears in the overlying Teflon coating.

The complete disintegration of the Teflon layer is clearly visible at 300 °C (Figure 8d) as pronounced tearing is apparent. At 340 °C, no Teflon was visible under SEM (image not shown).

According to SEM results, the attachment treatment at 150 °C was optimal. A cross-section of the 150 °C-treated membrane is shown in Figure 9, and clearly shows the non-damaged Teflon layer. The penetration of the 3–4 mm thick Teflon layer in-between the zeolite crystals can be observed.
Before comparing the gas permeabilities of the various membrane types, the effect of the heat treatment used to attach the Teflon layer onto the MFI zeolite in the composite membrane was evaluated in terms of gas permeance values. The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Single gas permeance values obtained for the Teflon-coated mordenite framework inverted (MFI) membranes at various treatment temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Permeance $10^8$ (mol/s.m².Pa)</th>
<th>Ideal selectivities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N_2$</td>
<td>CF₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Permeance values were obtained at 333 K and transmembrane pressures of 1.5–2 bar.
All membranes exhibited permeance values in the order of $N_2 > CF_4 > C_F_6$, which can be directly related to the kinetic diameter of the molecules ($N_2 = 3.8 \, \text{Å}$, $CF_4 = 4.7 \, \text{Å}$, $C_F_6 = 6.6 \, \text{Å}$) with the exception of the membrane treated at $150 \, ^\circ\text{C}$. The significant increase in permeance values for all gases for membranes treated above $150 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ is most likely as a result of the defects shown in the SEM images (Figure 8), which resulted in a decrease in selectivity with increasing temperature. However, this trend was not observed for the ideal selectivities of $CF_4/C_F_6$ for which ideal selectivities increased with increasing temperature. For a probable explanation of this phenomenon see the discussion surrounding the results obtained for the five different membranes (Figures 10 and 11).

![Figure 10](image-url)

**Figure 10:** Permeability of $N_2/CF_4$ and $N_2/C_F_6$ for the (1) ceramic support, (2a) double Teflon coated ceramic, (2b) triple Teflon coated ceramic, (3) mordenite framework inverted (MFI)-coated ceramic and (4) composite ceramic membranes. The respective Knudsen selectivity values are indicated by the horizontal lines.

![Figure 11](image-url)

**Figure 11:** Permselectivity of $CF_4/C_F_6$ for the (1) ceramic support, (2a) double Teflon coated ceramic, (2b) triple Teflon coated ceramic, (3) mordenite framework inverted (MFI)-coated ceramic and (4) composite ceramic membranes. The respective Knudsen selectivity value for $CF_4/C_F_6$ is indicated by the horizontal line.

The Teflon-coated MFI membrane manufactured at $150 \, ^\circ\text{C}$ was used for a comparison with the other synthesised membranes. The single gas permeance values for the various membranes synthesised in this study are summarised in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Membrane no.</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Permeance $10^{-8}$ (mol/s·m²·Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic support</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Teflon coated ceramic</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Teflon coated ceramic</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFI-coated ceramic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite ceramic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1.5–2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MFI, mordenite framework inverted

As expected, the ceramic support (Membrane 1) without any layers yielded the highest permeance values for $N_2$, followed by $CF_4$ and then $C_F_6$. This observation was expected considering the kinetic diameters of the gases and the pore size of the ceramic support. The calculated molar diameters of the gases according to molecular modelling were 0.168 nm, 0.268 nm and 0.552 nm for $N_2$, $CF_4$ and $C_F_6$, respectively; these diameters are small compared to the 167-nm pore size of the support. Kinetic diameter values for $N_2$ and $C_F_6$ reported in the literature are 0.36 nm and 0.47 nm, respectively. Permeance results were consistent with Knudsen diffusion.

The additional Teflon layers applied onto the ceramic support (Membranes 2a and 2b) resulted in an overall decrease in permeability compared to the ceramic support, with the triple Teflon coated ceramic having the lowest permeability, as expected given the increased thickness of the triple layer. Similarly to the ceramic support, a higher permeance for $N_2$ than for $CF_4$ and $C_F_6$ was observed for both the double and triple Teflon coated ceramic membranes. As the $N_2/CF_4$ and $N_2/C_F_6$ permselectivities were larger than the permselectivities for the ceramic support and above Knudsen (Figure 10), the contribution of adsorption to the overall permeation through the membrane became more significant according to the solubility–diffusion model which is largely present when polymer membrane permeabilities are considered. This relation is given by

$$P = D \times S$$

where $P$ is the permeability coefficient (m²·m/s·Pa), $D$ is the diffusion coefficient (m²/s) and $S$ is the solubility coefficient (Pa⁻¹). The significant decrease in permeance as a result of the addition of Teflon layers confirms that the Teflon layers were produced without significant defects.

The significant decrease in permeability of the MFI-coated ceramic (Membrane 3) compared to the ceramic support indicates the formation of an intergrown MFI layer. The preferential permeation of $N_2$ compared...
to CF\(_6\) and C\(_F\) was also observed for the MFI-coated ceramic. The permeselectivity for CF\(_6\)/C\(_F\), although above Knudsen selectivity, is low when you consider that the C\(_F\) molecule is larger than the MFI zeolite pore sizes. This confirms the existence of non-zeolite pores, because the total measured permeance through the MFI zeolite membrane was the summation of the zeolite and non-zeolite (intercrystalline) permeance values. The existence of non-zeolite pores was the result of non-perfect intergrowth between individual crystals during synthesis\(^3\) and crack formation during template removal.

The considerable decrease in permeability of the composite ceramic membrane (Membrane 4) compared to the other manufactured membranes indicates that a dense, defect-free membrane had been obtained. The N\(_2\) permeation is the largest with the C\(_F\) permeation through the composite ceramic membrane being larger than that of C\(_F\)\(_6\). It is expected that the diffusion coefficient of C\(_F\) should be larger than that of C\(_F\)\(_6\) as the diffusion characteristics are usually determined by the membrane properties and the size of the permeant species. The considerable solubility of C\(_F\)\(_6\) compared to C\(_F\), in the Teflon membrane resulted in a larger overall C\(_F\)\(_6\) permeability, which can be attributed to the interaction between the membrane and the permeate.\(^3\) The larger gas permeation of C\(_F\)\(_6\) compared to C\(_F\), is consistent with explanations given by Wijmans and Baker\(^22\) for permeation of n-alkanes through silicone rubber membranes. According to the authors, the saturation vapour pressure and the diffusion coefficient both decrease with increasing molecular weight of the permeate creating competing effects on the permeability coefficient. The permeability coefficient (P\(_{Fi}\)) is given by

\[
P_{Fi} = \frac{D_i \gamma_i}{\gamma_{i(sat)} P_{sat}} \quad \text{Equation 6}
\]

where D\(_i\) is the diffusion coefficient, \(\gamma_i\) is the activity coefficient linking concentration with activity, \(\gamma_{i(sat)}\) is the saturation vapour pressure. For molecules up to a weight of 100, permeability generally increases with increasing molecular weight because \(P_{sat}\) is the dominant term. Thus \(P_{sat}\) decreases, which results in an increase in permeability. For molecules with molecular weights above 100, the diffusion coefficient term becomes more dominant, and permeabilities decrease with increasing molecular weight of the permeate. This trend is clearly illustrated for permeation of simple alkanes in silicone rubber membranes. Permeation increased from CH\(_4\) to C\(_4\)\(_H\)\(_8\) and permeation decreased again as molecular weight increased for molecules heavier than C\(_4\)\(_H\)\(_8\). However, the permeation of C\(_6\)\(_H\)\(_6\) was still equivalent to C\(_4\)\(_H\)\(_8\). In our study the larger permeability of C\(_F\)\(_6\) compared to C\(_F\), is equivalent to the permeability increase from CH\(_4\) to C\(_4\)\(_H\)\(_8\) in the study of Wijmans and Baker\(^22\).

We can now consider the ideal selectivities of the five membranes. According to the ideal selectivity values (Figures 10 and 11), the ceramic support (Membrane 1) yielded selectivities in the range of the Knudsen only permeation (Membrane 2) Teflon coated ceramic membranes were above Knudsen with a preferential permeation of C\(_F\). This finding is in disagreement with those of Wijmans and Baker\(^22\) for permeation of n-alkanes through silicone rubber membranes, in which a higher permeation of C\(_F\)\(_6\) was found. This discrepancy could be a result of defects or cracks in the Teflon layers that were not observed under SEM. In the presence of cracks, Knudsen diffusion, with a preferential transport of C\(_F\), is therefore the most likely mechanism of transport for the Teflon-coated ceramic.

The MFI-coated ceramic (Membrane 3) showed some degree of molecular sieving with selectivities slightly above Knudsen. When the size of the C\(_F\)\(_6\) molecule is considered in relation to the pore size of the MFI zeolite and the ideal selectivities obtained with only the ceramic support, it is evident that the contribution of non-zeolite pores to the total permeation is considerable.

The effect of combining a Teflon layer and a MFI zeolite (Membrane 4) is clearly seen in the dramatic increase in selectivities for N\(_2\)/C\(_F\) and N\(_2)/C\(_F\)\(_6\) for the composite ceramic membrane compared to the Teflon- or zeolite-only ceramic. The increased N\(_2)/C\(_F\) and N\(_2)/C\(_F\)\(_6\) selectivities were because of a dense defect-free Teflon layer which effectively sealed the non-zeolite pores. The influence of the higher saturation pressures of C\(_F\) and C\(_F\)\(_6\) on the permeability coefficient was amplified by the defect-free Teflon layer. The preferential permeation of C\(_F\)\(_6\) over C\(_F\), confirms this statement and is in agreement with the findings of Wijmans and Baker\(^22\).

These results again confirm the existence of defects and/or cracks in both the Teflon-coated ceramic as well as the MFI-coated ceramic membranes. This finding then also helps explain the results observed for the heat-treatment variations of the composite membrane (Table 2). At 150 °C, the Teflon layer is defect free, thus the solubility and permeance of C\(_F\)\(_6\) is increased. However, at 200 °C and above, the Teflon layer cracks which results in gas permeation through the zeolite layer only; in addition, it has been shown (Figure 10 and 11) that the zeolite layer alone also contains defects, hence the increased permeance of the smaller C\(_F\) at higher Teflon treatment temperatures.

Table 4 shows permeability values obtained from the literature relating to the gases evaluated in this study for polymer and zeolite membranes. Because the literature available on C\(_F\)\(_6\) is limited, studies on C\(_4\)\(_H\)\(_8\) were included for comparison.

**Table 4: Permeability values obtained in previous studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Permeance (Barrer(^4)) (10(^{-6})mol/m(^2).s.Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF 2400(^a)</td>
<td>Pinnau and Toy(^22)</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>790 ~ 1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CH(_4)</td>
<td>600 ~ 1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_2)(_H)(_6)</td>
<td>380 ~ 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_3)(_H)(_8)</td>
<td>200 ~ 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone rubber</td>
<td>Hirayama et al.(^23)</td>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>142 ~ 0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_F)</td>
<td>73 ~ 0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_2)(_F)</td>
<td>73 ~ 0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_3)(_F)</td>
<td>108 ~ 0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_4)(_F)</td>
<td>300 ~ 0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CH(_4)</td>
<td>480 ~ 0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_2)(_H)(_6)</td>
<td>1420 ~ 0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C(_3)(_H)(_8)</td>
<td>2950 ~ 0.961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Obtained from a membrane with a 18-µm thickness.

Our permeability studies of gases through Teflon AF 2400 membranes were conducted according to those in the literature.\(^22\) Permeabilities decreased with increasing carbon chain length of the hydrocarbons.\(^26\) Larger permeabilities for longer carbon chain length components\(^26\) of fluorocarbons and hydrocarbons through silicone rubber membranes (102 µm) correlates with the findings of Wijmans and Baker\(^22\). Increased
permeability with increased molecular size is a result of the higher solubility of polymer membranes.\textsuperscript{25} The permeance values obtained in the study of Pinnau and To\textsuperscript{y},\textsuperscript{26} were notably higher than those obtained in the study by Hirayama et al.\textsuperscript{24}, which may be because of the thinner membrane used by Pinnau and To\textsuperscript{y}.\textsuperscript{25} A decrease in permeability with increased gas molecular size was observed for the double and triple Teflon coated ceramic membrane in this study, similarly to the AF 2400 membrane of Pinnau and To\textsuperscript{y}.\textsuperscript{25} The silicon rubber membrane characterised with hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon gases\textsuperscript{25} showed similar permeability trends to our composite ceramic membrane. The permeabilities increased with increasing carbon chain length. The composite ceramic membrane had a superior permeability with regard to $\text{N}_2$, but a considerably lower $\text{CF}_3$ permeability, resulting in a higher $\text{N}_2$/CF$_3$ permeselectivity. Although CF$_3$ and not CF$_8$ was investigated by Hirayama et al.\textsuperscript{25} similar results were anticipated because of the same number of carbons present in the molecules and therefore a lower $\text{N}_2$/CF$_8$ permeselectivity was expected for their silicon rubber membrane compared to our composite ceramic membrane. However, the CF$_3$/CF$_8$ permeselectivity found in our study is comparable with the CF$_3$/CF$_8$ permeselectivity determined by Hirayama et al.\textsuperscript{25}

According to studies in the literature on silicalite-1,\textsuperscript{3,4,26} the permeabilities of fluorocarbons through the MFI-coated ceramic evaluated in this study were low compared to the permeabilities of hydrocarbons using the same zeolite. However, as reported in previous studies, we showed preferential permeation of the smaller molecules through the MFI membrane as a result of molecular sieving. The permeeselectivities obtained by Arruebo et al.\textsuperscript{34} were, however, higher – a result which was unexpected as permeeselectivity typically increases as permeability decreases. This observation again indicates the presence of defects in these membranes.

### Adsorption

To explain gas permeance values through MFI (silicalite-1) and the composite membrane, it is essential to elaborate on the adsorption data. The zeolite crystals investigated were pure silicalite-1 crystals. Their synthesis was conducted exactly as described for the MFI-coated ceramic membrane but without the addition of the $\alpha$-alumina support. The control adsorption study showed that no noticeable amounts of $\text{N}_2$, CF$_3$ or CF$_8$ adsorbed onto the $\alpha$-alumina. Adsorption of CF$_3$ onto silicalite-1 was higher than the adsorption of CF$_8$ (Figure 12), while $\text{N}_2$ adsorption was too low to measure. Higher adsorption amounts for longer carbon chain length compounds are commonly reported in the literature\textsuperscript{35,36} for hydrocarbons adsorbed onto molecular sieves. The same observation was reported by Ahn et al.\textsuperscript{34} for fluorocarbon gases, that is, the longer carbon chain compound in their study (CF$_8$) was adsorbed in larger amounts than was CF$_3$ onto zeolite 13X over the entire pressure and temperature range.

The adsorption amount in this study decreased with increasing temperature as expected.\textsuperscript{37} There was an increase in adsorption with increased pressure for both CF$_3$ and CF$_8$. Theoretical selectivities (based on adsorption) increase with increasing temperature. The calculated selectivities (at 0.85 bar) were 5, 10, 11 and 15 at 313 K, 333 K, 353 K and 373 K, respectively. For silicalite-1, the maximum theoretical selectivity of 15 (mol to mol ratio in favour of CF$_3$) was obtained at 373 K when the amounts of CF$_3$ and CF$_8$ adsorbed at 0.85 bar were used in the calculation.

The only noticeable amount of CF$_3$ adsorption onto the Teflon was observed at 293 K and 0.85 kPa (results not shown). The maximum adsorbed amount recorded was 0.0024 g/g$_{\text{abs}}$ (0.27 x $10^{-5}$ mol). The adsorption of $\text{N}_2$ onto Teflon AF 2400 was also investigated, but no noticeable adsorption was obtained. The adsorption isotherms of CF$_3$ on Teflon AF 2400 are shown in Figure 13. Isotherms were obtained at temperatures ranging from 303 K to 333 K. A theoretical selectivity of 26 in favour of CF$_3$ was calculated in terms of the maximum molar amount of gas adsorbed at 293 K for CF$_3$ and CF$_8$ onto Teflon.

![Figure 13: Adsorption isotherms of CF$_3$ on Teflon AF 2400 at different temperatures.](http://www.sajs.co.za)

It is well known that the solubility of a gas in a polymer structure is related to the condensability of the gas. The condensability is a function of the critical temperature which is in turn related to the diameter of the gas molecule.\textsuperscript{40} The critical temperatures of $\text{N}_2$, CF$_3$, and CF$_8$ are 129.2 K, \textsuperscript{41}227.65 K, \textsuperscript{41} and 359.35 K, \textsuperscript{41} respectively. It is obvious that the CF$_3$ molecule is larger than the CF$_8$, CF$_8$, while the CF$_8$ molecule is the smallest. The calculated diameters of the gases according to molecular modelling were 0.168 nm, 0.268 nm and 0.552 nm for $\text{N}_2$, CF$_3$, and CF$_8$, respectively. The reason CF$_3$ was preferentially adsorbed, both
for the zeolite and the Teflon AF 2400 membranes, is therefore because of its higher condensability, and thus solubility, in Teflon.

By fitting the Langmuir isotherm to the adsorption data, the maximum adsorption at each temperature was obtained (Figures 12 and 13). The results are shown in Table 5. The adsorption results explain why a higher permeability through the composite ceramic membrane was obtained for C$_F_2$ than for C$_F_6$. The contribution of the solubility effect was, however, not significant enough when the Teflon-coated ceramic membrane was considered because of the defects present, which resulted in the contribution of the diffusion coefficient term being favoured over the permeability.

Table 5: Langmuir isotherm parameters estimated for C$_F_2$ and C$_F_6$ on silicalite-1 and Teflon AF 2400

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>$q_m$ (g/g$_{ads}$)</th>
<th>$q_m$ (mol$<em>{ads}$/g$</em>{ads}$) x 10$^{-4}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C$_F_2$</td>
<td>MFI</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>333</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>353</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>373</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_F_6$</td>
<td>MFI</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>313</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>333</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>353</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>373</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>423</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_F_6$</td>
<td>Teflon</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>9.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>313</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>333</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MFI, mordenite framework inverted

Conclusions

One paramount factor that determines the performance of inorganic membranes for gas separation is the number of defects present in the selective layer. For continuous layer zeolite membranes, defects result from intercrystalline slits$^{1}$ and crack formation$^{2}$ during synthesis and template removal. The prevention or ‘repair’ of defects is essential to obtain high ideal selectivity values.

We thus developed a composite ceramic membrane consisting of a ceramic support structure, an MFI intermediate zeolite layer and a Teflon AF 2400 top layer for separation of N$_2$, C$_F_2$ and C$_F_6$. The synthesis of the Teflon layer was included with the aim of closure of possible defects present in the separation layer forcing the gas molecules to follow the path through the zeolite pores. In the evaluation, the composite membrane was compared with a ceramic membrane, an MFI-coated ceramic membrane and a Teflon-coated ceramic membrane using single gas permeation experiments. Adsorption experiments were performed on materials present in the membrane structures to clarify the results obtained.

The two best performing membranes according to N$_2$/C$_F_2$ and N$_2$/C$_F_6$ ideal selectivities were the Teflon-coated ceramic membrane and the composite ceramic membrane. Although the top layer in both membranes was similar, the presence of the MFI zeolite in the composite ceramic membrane resulted in higher permselectivities. For the composite ceramic membrane, ideal selectivities of 86 and 71 were obtained for N$_2$/C$_F_2$ and N$_2$/C$_F_6$, respectively, compared to 5.5 and 8 for the Teflon-coated ceramic. C$_F_2$/C$_F_6$ selectivities ranged from 0.85 to 2 with C$_F_6$ permeating faster though the composite ceramic membrane.

The higher adsorption of C$_F_6$ onto Teflon AF 2400, compared with C$_F_2$, resulted in a considerable contribution to the extent of permeation for the composite ceramic membrane. The sealing effect of the zeolite layer by the Teflon layer is, however, the reason for the large N$_2$/C$_F_2$ and N$_2$/C$_F_6$ selectivities obtained.
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